ROOM TYPES AT TOMMY MORE

is highly beneficial if you ever find yourself struggling
with study, homesickness or work-life balance. Our
exchange and study abroad students also live in our
Standard Rooms, so might find yourself with a global
network of friends you can call on for future travel
abroad!

There are 400 rooms at St Thomas More College, split
over three different room types.

Living in the Standard Rooms also means you don’t need
to do any cooking for yourself, as the meal plans for the
Standard Rooms include either 16 or 21 meals. Add
to that the convenience of not having to worry about
cleaning a bathroom or kitchen area, and you’ll discover
that the Standard Rooms provide a very comfortable
start for your home away from home. Your linen (towels
and bed sheets) are also provided for your ease.

1. STANDARD ROOMS

Lastly, with our added meal inclusions and the use of the
communal kitchen, you’ll find that our Standard Rooms
are very competitively priced.

154 rooms
For: first year students (and beyond) plus exchange
and study abroad students

Make sure you bring some decorations from home to
make it your own. We just know you’ll love your time in
our Standard Rooms!

When you first arrive at St Thomas More College, you’ll
often find yourself in a Standard Room and there are
many benefits to beginning your university journey here,
as you’ll hear from all of the students who have been
before you!
Yes, the Standard Rooms have a shared bathroom, just
as you most likely do at your own home, and we find
that this helps students get to know one another, settle
into college life faster, and make more friends. We also
offer single gender and mixed gender wings.
When living in one of the other room types, it is easier
to hide out alone in your room, and even if you don’t
feel it at first, it is completely normal to experience
homesickness after a few weeks. It’s equally normal to
feel shy too.... but we find that spending time alone
is not often the best way to remedy any feelings
associated with the transition into independent life.
When you’re living in the blocks, you become a
closer part of the community at Tommy More which

2. STUDIO ROOMS
200 rooms
For: students in second year and beyond
The Studio Rooms at St Thomas More College are the
most common room type, and these are most often
reserved for students who are in their second year or
above at university.
They’re great for providing the next rung of
independence from the Standard Rooms, once you
have made established friendships and settled into both
university and college life.
The Studio Rooms come with seven meals included
but can be upgraded, and come with a bathroom and
kitchenette.
Our Studio Apartments are provided under the NRAS
(National Rental Affordability Scheme) which means that
students who earn under a certain threshold can access
these rooms at a discount of more than 20% under market
value.
2. ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
45 rooms
For: post-graduate students
Our College has a small number of one-bedroom
apartments that are reserved for post-graduate students,
who are often older and seeking full independence.
These rooms come with a guaranteed car parking space
and two meals per week.

MORE

INFO

stmc.uwa.edu.au
admissions@stmc.uwa.edu.au
View our Prospectus for a full breakdown
of room inclusions.
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